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Summary
Systems biology - perhaps the best known of the new information sciences in biology - is the
main topic of the report this year. The goal will be to assemble a working model for systems
biology, translate it into software modules, and put a working copy of it on your computer. This
will let you try it out, make modifications as you wish, and see what you can discover. What’s
likely to happen? You will learn how to summarize data sets – large and small – by calculating
connection phenotypes that can capture quantitatively everything from organisms to molecules.
With these phenotypes you will be able to detect unique patterns for diseases, differentiate
quantitatively between species, find order in heterogeneous data sets, learn to use a new type
of change being used routinely by biology, and turn the clinical data of individual patients into
quantitative patterns. I trust you will find this exercise helpful as a way of evaluating the goals,
requirements, and limitations of systems biology, while at the same time enjoying the
adventure of exploring the roots of biological complexity with a working prototype. The
software package includes updates to current programs and databases, introduces connection
phenotypes, and adds a new user interface for the stereology literature database.

Introduction
The report this year begins a new chapter in our story in that we will start to explore biology as
an information system. We have reached this point by building a quantitative foundation based
on advanced technologies and the biology literature. Our reward for this effort is a better
understanding of biological complexity – what it is and where it comes from.
Complexity – by any measure – is biology at its best. Within it one finds endless clues and
surprises that constantly remind us that we are dealing with something that knows much more
about what it’s doing than what we know about it. By designing our information system as
close as possible to the one being used by biology, we gain certain advantages. With
surprisingly little effort, we can design, build, and test a robust model for systems biology by
first observing how biology changes and then duplicating these events with software.
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SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
Systems biology is the biology of systems – taken apart and put back together. It includes
everything biological, connected mathematically. Globally it can include the entire biology
literature; locally it can be data from a single paper, experiment, or individual patient. Systems
biology is rapidly becoming a major discipline in research biology because it promises to
address major problems in biology on a grand scale.
Here, our goal is not promissory but exploratory. We want to understand what it takes to
design, build, test, and distribute a working prototype for systems biology. The plan is simple.
We will assemble our systems biology as a byproduct of quantitative biology, following a
strategy based on finding new connections and synergies. Such an approach involves
maximizing the effectiveness of our methods, theory structure, and resources in creating
situations wherein our published research data can combine in ways that produce new forms of
information. This will be the game plan, patterned unabashedly after the one being played by
nature. Recall that biology uses a set of rules and resources to build, repair, and change both
its parts and its systems. Our task will be to align our approach to systems biology as close to
the real thing as possible. To do this, however, we have to look seriously at biology as an
information system. For example, what does biology actually do when it builds, repairs, and
changes itself? The answer is that it creates something new – it creates phenotypes that
display new parts with new properties. In effect, by making new phenotypes biology makes
new information.
We begin with a set of requirements for systems biology – based on a quantitative biology.
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Unbiased sampling
Unbiased estimates (data)
Experiments defined as biological equations
Stereology literature database
o
Data from referred papers
o
Standardization
o
Hierarchical arrangement of data
Universal biology database
o
Standardization
o
Minimized bias and variability (data pairs)
o
Data integration (across disciplines)
Biological engineering (reverse and forward)
o
Decimal repertoire equations (DRE) with r2>0.999
Biological blueprints (global and local)
o
Access to the mathematical core of biology
Connection phenotype
o
Global and local representations; control and experimental setting
o
Drill down capability
Patient data
o
Stored in relational databases

Notice that this list largely summarizes the progress of biological stereology and of this project
over several years. The only new requirement for assembling our systems biology is the
connection phenotype. It tells us how the parts are connected and how the connections can
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change. Recall that a phenotype is defined by its parts: which ones, how much, where, and in
what proportions. Consider this. If we can quantify a phenotype, then we can also quantify a
development, an aging process, a response to an experimental intervention, or a disease. We
will know what happens, where, when, and eventually how.

STARTING WITH THE BIG PICTURE
Discovering how to discover depends on where one is and where one wishes to be. The
Enterprise Biology Software Project wishes to discover in ways similar to those being used
by biology. Such an option requires highly dependable information about biology - what it is,
what it does, and how it changes. It also requires a robustness and confidence that comes
from a quantitative biology.
Let’s begin – for convenience – by defining our discovery strategy with levels. Each level is
characterized by the data generated therein, as well as what these data allow us to do.
Research conducted at level one is largely descriptive and semiquantitative, whereas at levels 2
and 3 research becomes largely quantitative by applying rules, mathematics, and technology.
The following table summarizes the general characteristics of these levels. It serves as a map
that shows us how we can move research biology from the level of a methods-driven science to
that of an information-driven one. Notice that the table also provides a built-in reality check;
one can go from levels one to two to three sequentially, but not from level one to level three.
Skip level two and one is likely to end up with a systems biology running on descriptive and
semiquantitative data – both of which are capable of producing a great deal of uncertainty.
Levels of Research Biology
Level
1

Model
Methods
Driven

Science
Descriptive and
Semiquantitative

Data Types
Largely Densities and
Concentrations

Features
Vv, Sv, Lv, Nv / concentrations
Optical Densities
Sampling and Data often biased
Inability to detect change unambiguously
Produces Largely Exploratory Data

Reports
2001-08

2

Data Driven

Quantitative

V, S, L, N, W
Data pairs

Standardized Data
Decimal Repertoire Equations
Design Codes
Experiments as Equations
Hybrid Hierarchy Equations
Change Detected Unambiguously
Reverse and Forward Engineering
Universal Biology Database
Data Integration
Blueprints
Mathematical Accountability
Mathematical Patterns
Rule-based

2001-08
2004-08
2003-08
2001-08
2007
2001-08
2005-08
2005-08
2001-08
2006-08
2001-08
2001-08
2001-08
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Information
Driven

Information

V, S, L, N, W
Data pairs

Connection Phenotypes
Mathematical Patterns
Systems Biology

2008
2008
2008
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Methods and Results
Systems biology exists on level 3 as an information science, being built largely on the data and
resources listed on levels 1 and 2. The most distinguishing feature of level 3 is its ability to
manage complexity by following a simple prescription. Find out what biology is doing and then
try to do exactly the same thing.

LEVEL 3 PUZZLES
Level 3 puzzles, as you might expect, offer more of a challenge than those of level 2 because
they tunnel deeper into the fundamentals of biological complexity. We begin by considering
questions essential to the study of complexity in a highly adaptive system and continue with
practical applications in systems biology. Here our goal will not be to offer complete solutions
to these puzzles, but rather to show how they can be set up and solved by including worked
examples. With a little practice, you will be identifying and solving level 3 puzzles on your own.
Puzzle #5: If remarkably similar genomes can produce surprisingly different
animals, how does biology do it? Specifically, how does biology engineer a distinct
phenotype from a largely general genotype - using more or less a common
catalogue of parts and assembly methods?
Let’s begin by restating the question so that it becomes easier to answer. How might a
similar collection of parts produce different phenotypes? What are the possibilities? A
part may be present or absent, occur in different amounts, appear at different times, be
modified differently, or represent the product of one or more sets of similar or different genes.
In practice, this means that we will have to transform global views into local ones and to
analyze phenotypes according to their similarities and differences. The process turns out to be
quite straightforward. We select data pairs from the Universal Biology Database, use them
to calculate connection phenotypes, plot them, and analyze the results. The solutions can
be either global or local. A global solution may include all the parts, all parts associated with a
given species, or all parts of a given type. Local solutions can become subsets of global
solutions or they can simply include the control and experimental data of a single paper. To
answer this question and solve the puzzle, two databases come into play. The Universal
Biology Database tells us how the parts are distributed and related, whereas the Stereology
Literature Database supplies the amounts.
What is a connection phenotype? It is a product of the biology literature, one that summarizes
complex interactions occurring between biological parts - numerically and visually.
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A connection phenotype:
•

•
•
•
•

Represents a set of connected parts (data pairs) expressed as decimal repertoire equations (DREs) and
plotted as a frequency distribution (connection phenotype)
Captures the complexity of biology across parts of all sizes in all possible configurations
Mimics the fundamental design strategy of biology – complexities embedded in complexities become
connection phenotypes embedded in connection phenotypes
Analyzes biological complexity by folding, unfolding and refolding phenotypes
Detects changes in connection patterns qualitatively and quantitatively
Transforms semiquantitative concentrations into quantitative data – by rule
Defines biology in health and disease qualitatively and quantitatively

•

Serves as a universal descriptor for systems biology

•
•

We begin with an example of a global solution, one that translates the entire data set used in
the biology blueprint (Version 4.0) into a pair of connection phenotypes. It shows how the
control connections (blue curve) can change in an experimental setting (red curve). Notice that
the peaks and valleys can alter their heights and locations, appear, or disappear. These
differences can be explained by identifying the data pairs at a given location along the x axis.
Data pairs in the figure below are identified on the x axis as decimal repertoire equations
numbered 0.01 to 500.
Total Biological Blueprint (CO=5224; EX=4095)
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
0.001
‐5.00%

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

Interpreting a pair of connection phenotypes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The curves show the locations of the data pairs – assigned to DREs - as frequency distributions.
A curve can be symmetrical about one when all possible permutations of a set of data pairs are analyzed.
The difference between adjacent decimal repertoire equations is not uniform. Going from 1 to 2 represents
a 100% change, whereas going from 9 to 10 represents only an 11% change.
If both parts of a data pair increase or decrease equally, can this change be detected with a connection
phenotype? No. The data pair ratio (DRE) remains the same.
The composition of an overlapping peak or valley may or may not include the same data pairs.
Data pairs can change their locations along the x axis as the phenotype changes.
Pairs of different parts can occur in similar or different proportions.
Superposition of control and experimental peaks does not necessarily mean that the control and
experimental values are the same.
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•
•

A pair of connecction phenotype
es (e.g., contro
ol and experime
ental) is interpreted by doing a connect-the
e-dots
an
nalysis.
Data pairs fitted to DREs are also reported in
n the software as
a Y/X ratios ca
alculated directtly from the oriiginal
da
ata. Note that these are the ratios that sho
ould be used for statistical tessts.

Calculatting a conn
nection phe
enotype
Using the
e tools provided in the current
c
softw
ware release,, connection
n phenotypess can be
generate
ed - quickly and
a easily. A brief overvview of the procedure
p
ap
ppears below
w, but the
reader is directed to the software
e package fo
or step-by-sttep instructions and a worked
w
exam
mple.
Step 1: Run the EBS
S program and select op
ption 5. Con
nnection Ph
henotypes. Use the piccture
buttons to
t run progra
ams or acce
ess forms. Retrieve
R
the data
d
to be compared,
c
ussing the SQLL
interface for the conttrol (SQL-C) data. Presss the view data
d
button. If necessa
ary, sort thesse
t number of the decim
mal repertoire equation.
data by the

Step 2: Count the number of de
ecimal reperttoire equatio
ons (DREs) in each decim
mal categoryy of
the contrrol data and record them
m in the colu
umn headed by C on the
e data entry form (click on
o
the picture button orr look in the files folder - C:\Program
m Files\EBST
Ticket
2008\File
es\CPWorksh
heet.docx, .d
doc). To spe
eed the coun
nting, click on
o the show
w nu button to
number the
t rows.

Step 3: Transfer the
e control cou
unts from the
e data entryy form to an Excel workssheet, using the
template provided (cclick on the picture
p
butto
on or look in the files folder - C:\Pro
ogram
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Files\EBSTicket 2008\Files\Excel_Template.xlsx, .xls). For each column of counted equations,
take the sum and use it to calculate the frequency distribution of the equations. Express the
results as a percentage.

Step 4: Plot the results in Excel. Highlight the first column (the list of the decimal repertoire
equations) and the control column containing the percentages. Click on the input tab and
select the X Y (scatter) option. The graph displays. Right click a number on the X
(horizontal) axis and select Format Axis…. Set the data range (e.g., 0.01, 100), check
logarithmic scale, and set the axis value: (e.g., 0.01). Right click the X axis again, and
select Add Minor Grid Lines. The following graph of the connection phenotype appears.
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
‐2.00%

0.01

0.1

1
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Calculating connection phenotypes for control and experimental data
Step 1: Collect the data to be compared, using the SQL interfaces (SQL-CO and SQL-EX).
Begin with the experimental data (SQL-EX). Run the search, view the results table (view
data), and – if necessary - sort the results by the number of the decimal repertoire equation.
Using the data entry worksheet (described above), count the number of rows that have the
same decimal repertoire equation (DRE), and enter this value in the spaces provided under the
column marked E (experimental) - next to the corresponding number of the DRE. Repeat the
procedure for all the remaining DREs.
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Step 2: Next, sort the results in the table of Step 1 on the citation number (Cit Nu) and
record the number of each unique citation in the right margin of the data entry worksheet.
Step 3: Open the SQL screen for the control data (SQL-CO). Enter the citation numbers
recorded above into the Cit Nu dropdown list box separated by a comma and a space <Cit Nu
(in)> and press Retrieve.
Sample Entry: <Cit Nu (in 1234, 2345, 3456)>.
Step 4: Press the View Data button and enter the counts of decimal repertoire equations into
the column marked C (control) in data entry worksheet.
Step 5: Transfer these control and experimental DRE counts from the data entry worksheet to
the Excel phenotype template (click on the picture button or look in the files folder - C:\Program
Files\EBSTicket 2008\Files\Excel_Template.xlsx, xls). Select Save AS and provide a new name
for the Excel file.
Step 6: For each column of numbers, take the sum and use it to calculate the frequency
distribution of the DREs. Express the results as a percentage.
Step 7: Plot and format the figure as described earlier (Step 4 of the previous section).

Interpreting a pair of connection phenotypes (CO+EX)
Matched Data: Data are matched when both control and experimental data pairs occur in the
same number or the experimental data pairs occur in some multiple of the control (e.g., 2X, 3X,
... , nX).
Note the numbers of the decimal repertoire equations associated with the part of the curve to
be analyzed. Display the view data screens (SQL-CO and SQL-EX) that provided the data for
the plots. Click on the ½ screen buttons to view the control screen above the experimental.
Next, scroll to the DRE corresponding to the peak or valley being analyzed and (1) note what
has been added or subtracted and (2) where the data pairs (DREs) have come from or gone to.
These differences indicate that a change has occurred in the proportion of the parts. What
does this mean? A given data pair may be in the transition phase of a change or it may be
reset to a new proportion thereby establishing a new phenotype.
Unmatched Data: Data are unmatched when the control and experimental samples do not
contain similar data pairs.
In this case, the connection phenotypes become exploratory curves. Often, however, the
curves provide enough information to justify the additional time and effort needed to extract
matched data sets.
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Phenoty
ype Analysiis: To run a comprehensive analysiss, use the co
onnect-the
e-dots
workshee
et (click on the
t picture button
b
or loo
ok in the filess folder - C:\\Program Filles\EBSTicke
et
2008\File
es\Dots_Worrksheet.docxx, .doc). Entter the partss and DREs for
f both con
ntrol and
experime
ental data an
nd then draw
w lines conne
ecting the sa
ame data pa
airs of the co
ontrols and
experime
entals (worke
ed exampless appear late
er in the rep
port and in th
he software package).

What ca
an we learn
n from such
h an analys
sis?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ca
an we identify similarities and
d differences in
n the connectio
on phenotypes of similar and different
d
specie
es?
Ye
es.
Iff the height of a peak doubless, does it mean
n that the numb
ber DREs in tha
at peak also do
oubled? Yes.
W this analysiss work equally well with both absolute and relative
Will
r
data? Yes, but by rulle.
Ca
an data pairs move
m
into or ou
ut of a peak? Yes.
Y
Ca
an this analysiss be applied to data pairs com
ming from many different type
es of data simu
ultaneously? Ye
es.
Ca
an several mattched data setss be analyzed as
a a group? Ye
es.
W
When
connection phenotypes are
a based on matched
m
sets of control and experimental
e
da
ata, can they detect
d
ab
bsolute change
es by inspection
n? Yes, in the number and distribution of th
he data pairs (D
DREs).
Ca
an patterns of change be quicckly identified?? Yes. For exa
ample, the first table below sh
hows the
de
evelopment of the adrenal gla
and in the rat (Cit
( Nu 1657). Notice the rep
peating pattern
ns (color coded) that
occcur during dev
velopment in th
he proportions of the parts. The
T Second tab
ble shows the effect
e
of ACTH on
th
he development of the hamste
er adrenal (Cit Nu 1781). On
nce again, repe
eating patternss appear. Are the
t
pa
atterns of chan
nge similar or different?
d
A connect-the-dotss analysis quickkly answers succh questions.
opment
Adrenal gland - develo

nal gland - ACTH
Adren
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•

Can changes in the connection phenotypes occur in the absence of significantly different changes in the
volumes? Yes, the data pairs change whenever the proportions of the parts change. Notice in the
connect-the-dots analysis below that the positions of the data pairs in the columns can change markedly
(indicated by the arrows) and that the highlighted rows identify differences ranging from 25 to 67%
(mean=47%).
Hippocampus – Control (left) vs. Parkinson’s Disease (right; Cit Nu 3543)

Tools for Extracting Matched Data from a Complex Data Set
Version 4.0 of the data pair table (Universal Biology Database) includes two columns
labeled Mark that can be used to identify and filter matched data sets. The first uses a check
box and the second <yes> or <no>. When hundreds or thousands of rows are involved, a
programmable key pad can be used to fill the second Mark column with <yes> or <no> very
quickly. Yes turns the check box on, no turns it off.

Once the matched data have been identified in the data pair table, run the searches (SQL-CO
and SQL-EX) using the citation numbers (Cit Nu); click first on the view data button and then
on the filter button. The filter button is programmed to select all the marked rows.
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Tools for Checking the Data Sources
The biology literature supplies data for the Stereology Literature Database, which, in turn,
generates the data pairs of the Universal Biology Database. The software package provides
complete copies of both resources. The new interface for the Stereology Literature
Database greatly simplifies access to the data and provides a direct link to the full text of
papers available from PubMed on the Internet. Use it to look for significant differences (P<0.05
= yes) between control and experimental parts. Note that this new interface also speeds the
task of finding and correcting data entry errors.

Puzzle #6: How can we quantify specific differences and similarities within and

between species - across the biological hierarchy of size? In other words, how can
we capture patterns capable of displaying the uniqueness of a species?

Example 1; Differences and similarities within species: Let’s begin with a worst case
scenario. Imagine that we have a paper in which liver hepatocytes were exposed to the drug
phenobarbital, but that we have only concentration data (volume densities). Since we already
know that such data when used to detect changes invariably give ambiguous results, what can
be done? We know that change in biology has at least two components: (1) an absolute
change in the parts and (2) a change in the proportions of the parts. Although in this example
option (1) is not available, option (2) is. All we have to do is convert the volume densities
(concentrations) into data pairs, plot connection phenotypes for the control and experimental
organelles, and look for changes in the proportions of the parts.
The graph below compares the hepatocytic organelles in controls (blue) to those in hepatocytes
exposed to phenobarbital (red). Notice that each connection phenotype displays a distinct
pattern. The normal pattern of the control is replaced by a pattern consistent with the dramatic
changes occurring in these hepatocytes in response to the drug induction (Cit Nu 2).
Phenobarbital treatment - hepatocytic organelles
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
‐2.00%0.001
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Now let’s run a connect-the-dots analysis for a small sample of the results. This consists of
comparing the DRE’s of the control and experimental curves to see what changes in the
proportions of the data pairs occurred. Note that MI=mitochondrion, ER=endoplasmic
reticulum, N=nucleus, CYMA=cytoplasmic matrix, PX=peroxisome, and AV=autophagic vacuole.
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In the change column, items highlighted in yellow identify values of 25% or more with a range
of 0% to 600%. In other words, hepatocytes respond to phenobarbital by producing a
remarkably different phenotype – as defined just by the proportions of their parts.
Example 2; Differences and Similarities between species: If we consider all the data
pairs stored in the Universal Biology Database for the human and rat brains, we can make a
rough global comparison.
Notice that the curves appear remarkably similar, showing relatively few variations in the
heights and locations of the peaks.
Total Brain data pairs for humans (blue) and rats (red)
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
0.001
‐5.00%
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However, a different picture begins to emerge when we drill down and consider specific parts.
Now differences and similarities become more pronounced. What does this suggest? Even
though these human and rat phenotypes contain a similar collection of parts, the differences in
the amounts and distributions of the parts contribute to the uniqueness of a given species –
and perhaps its ability to respond to new challenges.
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Frontal lobe data pairs for humans (blue) and rats (red)
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Cerebellum data pairs for humans (blue) and rats (red)
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Hippocampus data pairs for humans (blue) and rats (red)
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Puzzle #7: One of the fundamental goals of research in biology is to create new
information and knowledge. To this end, animal models have been used extensively
for studying every imaginable condition in the basic and clinical sciences. Here is
the puzzle. Why are animal models not as successful as we might wish in predicting
human outcomes?
As research biology evolves from reasoning by analogy – a hallmark of our descriptive and
semiquantitative science – to reasoning mathematically, we can identify ways of improving the
effectiveness of using animal models for drawing inferences to humans. Why, for example, are
some animal extrapolations seemingly better than others? Admittedly, this is a very complex
question because so many factors are involved and we know so little about how the many parts
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interact. Nonetheless, looking for matching phenotypes may offer some new insights and lead
to more reliable predictions.
Example 1a; Hippocampus: The first plot compares the proportion of the neurons in the
subiculum to those in CA1, CA2-3, and CA4 in humans (Cit Nu: 3489, 3543, and 3690).
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
0.1

1

‐20.00%

Notice that the three human phenotypes show similarities and differences, indentified as
portions of the curves with or without overlap. This suggests that the design of the human
hippocampus includes a certain amount of flexibility.
Example 1b; Hippocampus: The second plot (Cit Nu: 739 and 2908) compares the
proportion of the neurons in the subiculum to those in CA1, CA2-3, and CA4 for rats (red) and
monkeys (blue).
40%
20%
0%
0.1

1

‐20%

Notice that the proportions of the neurons (data pairs; DREs) in the rat and monkey bear little
resemblance to each other – or to humans for that matter (Example 1a). How can this be
explained? Might the structural design of the hippocampus somehow be tied to the designs of
other brain parts? If yes, then the parts might become highly predictable – species by species.
In the human, for example, a disease such as alcoholism can change the proportions of these
four parts (subiculum, CA1, CA2-3, and CA4). In contrast to controls (blue), the hippocampus
of alcoholics (red) displays a distinctly different connection phenotype (Cit Nu: 2275).
40%
20%
0%
0.1

1

‐20%
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Example 2; Lung: Next, we compare the lungs of three species (rat, dog, and mouse) in
different control and experimental settings. The value of these plots comes from the global
comparisons (across animals) and from the juxtaposition of the matched control and
experimental data (within individual animals). Recall that the control curve is shown in blue
and the experimental in red.
Once again, the connection phenotypes suggest similarities and differences – this time for the
lungs of rats, dogs, and mice. However, the curves for the mouse – both control and
experimental – appear notably different from those of rats and dogs. The mouse displays three
to four major peaks, whereas the lungs of rats and dogs display only one. Does this mean that
the design plan of the mouse lung may be built or maximized according to a set of rules not
being employed by rats and dogs?
Rat Lung
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Dog Lung
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Mouse Lung
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Puzzle #8: Using published data as our source, how can we define a working model
for systems biology - one consistent with biology as a complex dynamical system?
It should be scalable, variable rich, predictive, inclusive, and flexible enough to
accommodate the changing healthcare needs of an individual patient throughout
life.
Example 1; All Animals; All parts: The data pairs – represented as decimal repertoire
equations – and stored in the Universal Biology Database can be summarized by two
connection phenotypes – control and experimental. The summary includes data of all parts
(molecules to organisms) coming from many different animals (fish to humans). Connection
phenotypes – and therefore this model of systems biology – represent a seamless integration of
data within and across hierarchical levels, animals, age, sex, exposure, and disciplines. In the
example here, systems biology begins as a generalization – expressed as two global curves
(blue=control; red=experimental). In turn, these global curves can be unfolded to detect
specific phenotypic patterns and to generate a wealth of new information.
Global Systems Biology
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Notice the mirror-image symmetry of the curves - with the peaks suggesting that a global
biology prefers proportions (X:Y) at 0.1 (10:1), 0.3 (3:1), 1 (1:1), 3 (1:3), and 10 (1:10) – or
simply 10:1, 3:1, and 1:1.
Example 2; Human Disease: How can we translate a systems biology using connection
phenotypes into a working model for individualized medicine and healthcare? Recall that a
disease is complex, involving many factors, and responding to treatment with varying degrees
of success. Connection phenotypes allow us to capture these complexities in health and
disease and to create summary profiles for individual patients. The following examples – based
on data taken from the literature – show that each disease presents with a unique phenotype,
one that can be unfolded to identify underlying – and perhaps causative - patterns of
pathology.
Notice that the control and experimental curves in three of the four diseases shown below
display strikingly similar curves, even though they characterize different parts of the brain. In
contrast, epilepsy displays quite a different set of curves.
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Schizophrenia - human
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Epilepsy - human
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Parkinson’s disease - human
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Alcoholism - human
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Example 3; Parkinson’s disease: The standard experimental approach to looking for
changes in the nervous system consists of estimating absolute values and looking for significant
differences. However, the brain can do more. It can change both the absolute amounts and
the proportions of its parts. Consider Parkinson’s disease. If the brain of a Parkinson’s patient
does not increase or decrease the absolute amounts of its parts, does it - instead - change the
proportions of its parts? To answer this question, all we have to do is find a paper unable to
find a traditional change (more or less), run a connect-the-dots analysis (left), and express the
data as a connection phenotype (right). Did it work? Yes.

Now the results suggest a very different picture indeed. Parkinson’s disease displays distinct
connection patterns (highlighted in yellow at left) that may begin to explain the underlying
causes of the pathology – as shown here for the hippocampus (Cit Nu 3543). When we identify
two highlights in the table as paired dots in the graph, we can see exactly how specific data
pairs move from the normal curve (blue) to the curve of patients with Parkinson’s disease (red).
Here we see systems biology behaving as an information science – finding unexpected changes
by creating new information from old. Note that a step-by-step analysis of these data can be
found in the software package.
Before (absolute data) – No changes were found: (<yes> is absent from the <0.05 column)

After (connection phenotype data) – Changes (red curve) can be seen in the frequency
distribution of the data pairs (DREs).
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
0.01

0.1

1

‐5.0%
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These results – along with many others – suggest that biology often changes the proportions of
its parts in response to all types of conditions. In the brain, where space is at a premium,
changing the proportions of the parts appears to be a strategy being followed routinely.
Example 4; Patient Records: Over a lifetime, an individual patient generates a considerable
amount of data from tests and exams. Here the problem becomes one of making sense out of
a large and complex data set with the goal of monitoring and maintaining patient health over
time. In this example, we will assemble local and global connection phenotypes for a patient
using blood chemistry data.
Blood Chemistry

Local Connection Phenotype

Electrolytes
Sodium
Potassium
Chloride
CO2

Data
140.5 mmol/L
4.5 mmol/L
103 mmol/L
27 mmol/L

Liver Enzymes
Alkaline Phosphatase
Alanine Aminotransferase
Aspartate Aminotransferase
Gamma‐Glutamyltransferase
Lactic Dehydrogenase

72.5 IU/L
24 IU/L
21 IU/L
32.5 IU/L
125 IU/L

Nitrogen Elements
Blood Urea Nitrogen
Creatinine
Uric Acid

16 mg/dL
1.05 mg/dL
5.5 mg/dL

20%
10%
0%
‐10% 0.01

0.1

1

10

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
0.01

0.1

1

10

20%
0%
0.01

0.1

1

10

‐10% 0.01

0.1

1

10

30%
20%
10%
0%
‐10% 0.01

0.1

1

10

‐20%

Protein
Protein, total
Albumin
Globulin

7.25 g/dL
4.1 g/dL
3.2 g/dL

20%
10%
0%

Lipids
Cholesterol

180 mg/dL

Triglycerides
Low Density Lipoprotein
High Density Lipoprotein

100 mg/dL
81 mg/dL
85 mg/dL
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To generate a global view of the patient’s blood chemistry, one simply combines the five local
connection phenotypes into one. Notice that the global profile of the blood bears a remarkable
resemblance to those of intact tissues. It may therefore be appropriate to consider blood as
liquid organ, one subject to similar rules of organization. Recall that blood concentrations can
be expressed as absolute values by multiplying them by the total blood volume (Gregersen,
1952).
Global Connection Phenotype – Blood Chemistry – Individual Patient
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%
‐2.0% 0.01

0.1

1

10

The data used to generate these patient phenotypes were culled from the Internet where they
were reported to be optimal values (http://www.carbonbased.com/Definitions.htm). In an
individualized medicine, one can imagine patient data fitted to such curves and used throughout
life to monitor health. Here the advantage would be an ability to detect and follow complex
relationships occurring among the variables of a large and standardized data set - over a
lifetime. Indeed, such a summary is consistent with the view repeatedly emerging from the
project that in biology everything is connected. With the current push to digitize patient
records, a solution to Puzzle #8 may enjoy a growing interest. Connection phenotypes –
because they are standardized – can also simplify the task of summarizing patient groups with
the goal of looking for global markers and predictors within populations. Moreover, individual
patient variation can be minimized effectively by taking the average of several samples collected
at different times.

SOFTWARE PACKAGE
Enterprise Biology Software Package – 2008/9: The software package includes eight
program modules and is distributed on a mini DVD. The installation program installs the
relational database, front-end tools, and files containing programs and supporting documents.
To run a program module, click on an item in the menu to the left of the black dot. Note that
the text documents will display only after the required reader has been installed (see Setup
8.). Instructions for using the programs of a given module can be viewed by clicking on the
Read button.
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By Metho
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S
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SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
The main software objective this year was to offer a working model for systems biology, one
that can be built and put to the test by leveraging the properties of a quantitative biology. To
this end, puzzles were selected to illustrate how systems biology can address challenging
questions with the aid of technology.
Since the systems biology described herein was built around a connection model, it could be
assembled from the universal building blocks (data pairs and decimal repertoire equations) of
the Universal Biology Database. In effect, this model allows us to define systems biology as
a collection of connection phenotypes embedded in connection phenotypes, just as biology
embeds complexities in complexities.
Notice what happens. By allowing global phenotypes to unfold into locals and locals to refold
back into global, reductionism and connectionism become a connected set. Information is not
lost and the whole can become greater than the sum of the parts. Consider these examples.
Forming data pairs can transform semiquantitative data into quantitative ratios and forming
connection phenotypes – using the same number of control and experimental data pairs – can
detect changes in the frequency distribution of data pairs unambiguously. Both examples
demonstrate that our published research data can be arranged in ways that allow us to
generate new forms of information.
What can be learned from this latest exercise? In short, systems biology works. Puzzle #5
wanted to know how biology uses similar genomes to produce different animals. The
connection phenotypes revealed that differences between animals can be explained – at least in
part - by differences in the relative and absolute amounts and distributions of their parts. This
tells us that a given design problem can be solved in several different ways, suggesting that
biology behaves as an innovative problem solver. Puzzle #6 wanted a way to quantify specific
differences within and between species – all across the biological hierarchy. Again, the
connection phenotypes delivered the answers. Puzzle #7 wanted to know why animal models
are only moderately successful at predicting human outcomes. It turns out that different
phenotypes have different assets. Each animal generates parts in proportions and amounts
adequate to its unique tasks of constructing organs or solving problems, drawing from its
catalogue of genes and applying its manufacturing skills. However, animals can differ
remarkably in the way they use their individual collection of parts to construct their phenotypes.
These phenotypic differences may offer the beginnings of a plausible explanation for the
interspecific differences in the observed responses to our experiments. Puzzle #8 asked for a
quantitative systems biology, along with examples of what it can do. The first example used
two connection phenotypes to summarize all the control and experimental data currently stored
in the Universal Biology Database. The second example showed that we can use systems
biology to characterize and visualize diseases as unique connection phenotypes – globally and
locally. This creates opportunities for understanding how a disease and its management affect
an organism explicitly – at all levels of the biological hierarchy. Consider this. If we can define
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a disease mathematically as the amounts and proportions of its parts, then an emergent
property to emerge from such an exercise might take the form of a new theory structure for
pathology and clinical medicine. The third example showed how connection phenotypes can
summarize the clinical data of patients with the goal of looking for mathematical patterns in
large and typically isolated data sets. In this case, the connection phenotype demonstrated
how it can serve as one of the new diagnostic and predictive tools of an individualized medicine.
Point 1: We have a quantitative model for systems biology, based on a new theory structure
(connectionism) that can meet or exceed the requirements listed in the introduction.
Point 2: A working model for systems biology can be designed and implemented with research
data already available in the biology literature. In effect, it represents a value-added approach
based largely on the application of advanced technologies.
Point 3: A complete copy of the systems biology model – databases, runtime engine,
programs, and supporting documents - was distributed to a growing list of contributing
investigators. This puts a new information technology in the hands of those well-qualified to
benefit from it.

CONNECTION PHENOTYPES
Complexity defines the game being played by biology. In short, biology orchestrates a dazzling
number of parts to fulfill its charge of building and maintaining successful phenotypes - largely
by controlling the flow of information to and from the genome. Our challenge as investigators
becomes one of creating information systems as mirror images of biology, systems capable of
capturing complexity, unfolding it, and then using the information to figure out how the game is
being played.
How do we get into the complexity business? We design an information system capable of
generating dazzling numbers of parts, which, in turn, can be filtered, sorted, combined, and
plotted in novel ways to detect patterns. In turn, these patterns give us the rules of the game.
The Universal Biology Database generates new data from old by forming data pairs; nearly
50,000 to date. Compared to biology, such a collection is pitiably small but still big enough to
hunt for patterns. By combining data pairs into connection phenotypes, we now have a way of
quantifying the connectivity in phenotypes. This approach also highlights beautifully a key
pattern. Biology seems well aware that emergent properties derive from the amounts and the
proportions of its parts and clearly constructs its phenotypes by skillfully modulating both
attributes. Astute readers, particularly neurobiologists working on the central nervous system,
will quickly discover the enthusiasm biology shows for changing the proportions of its parts over
a wide range of settings.
If complexity is a numbers game, then how do we maximize the outcome of an experiment?
We simply use our original research data to generate more. Consider the multiplier effect of
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the data pairs in the figure below. For example, 5 original points yield 20 data pairs, 10 yield
90, and 25 yield 600.
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New Information
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When we move from a data pair model to one based on triplets, we get even more. For
example, 5 points now yield 60 triplets, 10 yield 720, and 25 yield 13,800.
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Consider the Universal Biology Database. Here the original data were optimized separately
at each hierarchical level by forming data pairs. However, absolute volume data (V) could have
been used to create data pairs across all levels. Such an arrangement would give us a new set
of patterns carrying a new set of information. Specifically, it offers a workable strategy for
maximizing the information content of systems biology. For example, it would allow us to
connect CT and MRI data with other forms of patient data coming from anywhere within the
biological hierarchy. The value of such connected sets is that they offer a workable strategy for
improving both diagnostic and predictive outcomes by increasing significantly our chances of
extracting new information from clinical data.
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OPTIMIZATION AND THE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
Let’s take a timeout for a little story. Recall that in the 2005 report, I summarized all the
control and experimental data pairs with two intersecting curves and noted their similarity to
the solution of a problem in linear programming. Such a solution identifies the point at which
the two curves intersect as a best or optimal solution. The seminal clue to come from this
observation was that biology appeared to be optimizing on connections. Since we already know
that nature is in the business of making connections, biology may be emulating what physics
and chemistry do with physical laws to connect atoms and molecules by connecting its parts
advantageously through optimization. Indeed, optimization may be one of the driving forces
essential to the success of complex dynamical and self-renewing systems.
The optimizing clue turned out to be a pivotal one because it led to the development of the
Universal Biology Database. However, there was a deeper, less obvious clue - much harder
to see and even harder to understand. Consider this. An optimal solution can either maximize
or minimize an outcome. If biology is an optimizer, and if a best solution can be either a
maximum or a minimum, then what might we expect to find? Since the most compelling
answer to this type of question often turns out to be the one we see when we look in the
mirror, let’s look at ourselves as researchers. How do we optimize the design and results of our
experiments? Do we maximize or minimize outcomes? For convenience, we can define a
maximized outcome as one with a high probability of being correct and a minimized outcome as
one with a low probability. Keep in mind that we – as the investigators - get to choose the
methods, data, and rules we prefer. In doing so, we unwittingly define ourselves as maximizers
or minimizers.
What minimizing methods might we select to guarantee that our experimental results
cannot be interpreted correctly? We would begin with an in vivo model, apply a biased
sampling method, choose methods that quantify results only as concentrations, and look for
changes by comparing control to experimental concentrations. This gives a minimized outcome,
one that can tell us little or nothing about how biology changes. Although an approach based
solely on concentrations produces data that can detect biological changes correctly – on
average - with a probability of about 50% (Bolender, 2007), we still have no way of
distinguishing between results that are correct or incorrect. In other words, by offering no
interpretable information whatsoever about a change, the experiment becomes perfectly
minimized. What does this mean? It tells us that if we elect to optimize at a minimum, then
we also elect to learn the least amount possible from our laboratory experiments.
Why have so many in the research community become minimizers? What went wrong and
why? As scientists, we are all bound to long standing traditions that can cause all kinds of
mischief (Ioannidis, 2005). The research biology of today is structured largely on a reductionist
model designed to detect changes. However, the model being used most widely – that based
on concentrations – is seriously flawed in that it is incapable of detecting in vivo changes
correctly. Why? Because the model is based on one designed to detect chemical changes, not
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biological changes. The problem can be traced to the setting. A chemistry model can be
applied successfully to biology in an in vitro setting when the number of cells is held constant or
the cells are counted. This produces average cell data that can detect cellular changes
correctly. However, an experimental system crashes when the chemistry model is applied to in
vivo experiments. In such a setting, detecting a change correctly requires more information
than concentrations can supply. To define the needed information, the experiment needs to be
expressed as an equation. This equation of the experiment defines the biology model and it
can include most types of biological data – including biochemical data. The key point being

largely overlooked by investigators is that change in biology occurs in many
different places – in addition to those of the concentrations being measured - and that all
such changes are connected and interdependent. Biology in an organism is a complex
hierarchical system, whereas chemistry in a test tube is not.
Consider the alternative. What maximizing methods guarantee that our results can be
interpreted correctly? We begin once again with an in vivo model, apply unbiased sampling
methods, write the equations of the experiment, choose methods that quantify results as
absolute values and concentrations, and generate results by evaluating equations. This
approach offers maximized outcomes by producing results that can be trusted.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE STEREOLOGY
COMMUNITY
If the future of the basic and clinical sciences belongs – at least in part - to systems biology,
then that future will depend increasingly on biological stereology. When one looks at the
methods of biochemistry and molecular biology for counting molecules through the eyes of a
stereologist, one quickly sees opportunities for improving them. Design-based methods of
sampling can be applied to collecting data from biological material and balance sheets with
recoveries can be used to keep track of where the molecules are going during separation and
purification. Even simple fixes might work. Can, for example, some of the new approaches to
quantifying western blots (Ornberg et al., 2005; Schutz-Geschwender et al., 2004) take
advantage of the quantitative properties of the connection phenotypes even when the results
are expressed as relative fluorescence or optical density units?
Counting molecules in sections continues to be the preferred solution because the structural
locations of the molecules remain intact. A determined effort to develop stereological methods
for counting molecules in sections would solve a host of problems and at the same time make a
major contribution to systems biology. This may require little more than combining the
technologies of stereology, immunocytochemistry, and biochemistry in novel ways. Consider
this. By likening the path of a light beam through a section to the width of a biochemical
cuvette, an optical density can be measured and translated into a molecular concentration. In
turn, the molecular concentration – a numerical density – can be expressed as an absolute
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number by evaluating the appropriate stereological equation(s). The entire process could be
streamlined with software. Fortunately, such an approach has already been explored (Perotti et
al., 1983) and it might require little more than an upgrade incorporating the latest stereological
methods.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Biology works as a complex system because everything is connected and integrated - where
synergies and emergent properties can work their magic. Complex systems by their very nature
are mathematical entities wherein rules are obeyed or changed as the need arises. Biology
clearly revels in complexity and is uncommonly good at embedding complexities within
complexities – often with startling results. Genes can even multitask; apparently ninety-four
percent produce more than one product (Ledford, 2008). The systems biology introduced in
this report seeks to track and capture some of this complexity because that’s where some the
best clues and secrets seem to be hiding. It also changes the game plan in that it introduces
an information model for biology, one filled with new opportunities for everyone on a grand
scale.
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